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Limited Warranty

Sensoray Company, Incorporated (Sensoray) warrants the Model 711 hardware to be free from defects
in material and workmanship and perform to applicable published Sensoray specifications for two years
from the date of shipment to purchaser. Sensoray will, at its option, repair or replace equipment that
proves to be defective during the warranty period. This warranty includes parts and labor.

The warranty provided herein does not cover equipment subjected to abuse, misuse, accident, alteration,
neglect, or unauthorized repair or installation. Sensoray shall have the right of final determination as to
the existence and cause of defect.

As for items repaired or replaced under warranty, the warranty shall continue in effect for the remainder
of the original warranty period, or for ninety days following date of shipment by Sensoray of the
repaired or replaced part, whichever period is longer.

A Return Material Authorization (RMA) number must be obtained from the factory and clearly marked
on the outside of the package before any equipment will be accepted for warranty work. Sensoray will
pay the shipping costs of returning to the owner parts that are covered by warranty.

Sensoray believes that the information in this manual is accurate. The document has been carefully
reviewed for technical accuracy. In the event that technical or typographical errors exist, Sensoray
reserves the right to make changes to subsequent editions of this document without prior notice to
holders of this edition. The reader should consult Sensoray if errors are suspected. In no event shall
Sensoray be liable for any damages arising out of or related to this document or the information
contained in it.

EXCEPT AS SPECIFIED HEREIN, SENSORAY MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, AND SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. CUSTOMER’S RIGHT TO RECOVER DAMAGES
CAUSED BY FAULT OR NEGLIGENCE ON THE PART OF SENSORAY SHALL BE LIMITED
TO THE AMOUNT THERETOFORE PAID BY THE CUSTOMER. SENSORAY WILL NOT BE
LIABLE FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM LOSS OF DATA, PROFITS, USE OF PRODUCTS,
OR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY THEROF.

Special Handling Instructions

The Model 711 circuit board contains CMOS circuitry that is sensitive to Electrostatic Discharge (ESD).

Special care should be taken in handling, transporting, and installing the 711 to prevent ESD damage to
the board. In particular:

• Do not remove the circuit board from its protective anti-static bag until you are ready to install the
board into the enclosure.

• Handle the circuit board only at grounded, ESD protected stations.

• Remove power from the CompactPCI bus before installing or removing the circuit board.
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1. Introduction
The 711 CompactPCI frame grabber allows the capture of monochrome and color images from a
variety of analog video sources into computer memory (RAM). The 711 is designed for the
CompactPCI bus. The software provided with the 711 is designed for the IBM PC and compatibles.

The 711 digitally locks to the incoming video signals providing a stable output regardless of the signal
source. The input’s 3:1 multiplexer allows the selection between two composite and one Y/C (S-Video)
analog video inputs, which makes it possible to connect up to three video sources to the frame grabber.
The 711 automatically detects the input video format (NTSC, PAL or SECAM) and separates luminance
(Y) and chrominance (C) components of the composite signal. The signal components are digitized with
two separate 8-bit A/D converters. Low-pass filtering and double over-sampling of the input signal
provide precise digitization with no aliasing artifacts. The digital signal is then scaled and/or cropped to
the desired dimensions, if necessary. The scaled image is transferred to the host RAM using the burst
mode. An on-board FIFO provides necessary buffering, minimizing the probability of image loss.

An 8-bit general purpose I/O port allows interfacing of the 711 to external hardware, which could be
used, for example, for triggered image acquisition.

2. System Requirements
The 711 frame grabber requires one CompactPCI, 3U, 32-bit, 33 MHz slot. A 486 computer with at
least 8 Mbytes of RAM is required, though a Pentium with 16 Mbytes is recommended.

3. Specifications
Parameter Specification

Video sources NTSC, PAL, SECAM, RS-170, CCIR
Video inputs 2 analog composite video (BNC);

1 analog Y/C (S-Video) (DIN).
Output formats RGB (24 bits), Y8 (8 bits)
Output resolution (max), pixels 754x480 (NTSC, RS-170),

922x576 (PAL, SECAM, CCIR)
A/D resolution:
luminance channel
chrominance channel

8 bit
8 bit

Capture rate Real time:
30 fps (NTSC, RS-170),
25 fps (PAL, SECAM, CCIR)

General purpose I/O port 4 input and 4 output lines, TTL/CMOS,
DB15 female connector.

Bus requirements 1 CompactPCI 3U slot (33 MHz, 32-
bit)

Power consumption 200 mA (max) @ +5V
100 mA (max) @ +12V

Operating temperature 0°C to 70°C
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3.1. Connectors diagram

   I/O interface

        Video 1

        Video 2

        S-video

3.2. General purpose I/O port connector pin out

Pins Signal Pins Signal
1 OUT1 11 OUT3
3 OUT0 13 INP0
5 INP3 15 INP1
7 OUT2 4, 6, 8, 12 GND

10 INP2 2, 9, 14 n/c

3.3. Accessories
The following accessories for Model 711 frame grabber are available from Sensoray:

• Y/C (S-Video) cable (1 meter), part # 610C2;

• Composite video cable (1 meter), part # 610C3;

• DB15 male connector, part # 610C4.
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4. Software reference
The Model 711 frame grabber is shipped with the SX11 “Standard” Software Development Kit (SDK).
The SDK includes components necessary to create imaging applications using the Model 711 frame
grabber under Windows 95 or Windows NT, software documentation, and sample applications
(including source code). To install the SX11 SDK on your computer, run setup.exe from disk 1 of the
distribution kit. The following files will be  installed on your computer:

\HELP\sx11.hlp - online Help (contains detailed description of data types and DLL functions);

\INCLUDE\sx11.h  - C include file (types and constants);
\INCLUDE\sx11f.h - C include file (functions' prototypes);
\INCLUDE\sx11.ico - SX11 icon;
\INCLUDE\sx11_vbi.bas - "include" file for Visual Basic.

\LIB\sx11.dll - 32-bit dynamic link library (for Windows 95 and NT);

\SAMPLES\SAMPLE1\...
\SAMPLES\SAMPLE2\sample2.exe
\SAMPLES\VBSAMPLE\...

The dynamic link library sx11.dll is installed in
\WINDOWS\SYSTEM - for Windows95,
\WINNT\SYSTEM32 - for NT.
A copy of sx11.dll is provided in \LIB.

In addition to the above mentioned files, the following driver components of the SDK are installed:
\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\VMM32\windrvr.vxd - for Windows95;
\WINNT\SYSTEM32\DRIVERS\windrvr.sys - for NT.

====================================================================
SENSORAY SX11 FRAME GRABBER SAMPLE APPLICATION DEFINITIONS
====================================================================

SAMPLE 1.
Source files and executable for a sample application (written in C) that illustrates basic image
acquisition techniques.  To modify the sample application you will have to create a project file, and
specify all necessary components.  The sample has been tested to compile normally under Microsoft
Visual C/C++ v.5.0, and Watcom C/C++ v.11.0.

Description: This sample application allows image capture and display, saving the image to the file,
and changing some operation modes. It implements the slowest capture method (of all sample
applications). The image is acquired into the buffer, then displayed with the help of the Windows API
functions, acquired, displayed, etc. In this manner, at least every other frame is usually lost, thus the
rate should not exceed 15fps.

SAMPLE 2 (*** Source code available only in SX11 "ENHANCED" SDK ***).
An executable for a sample application that illustrates fast image acquisition techniques.
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Description: This sample application (written in C) is a faster version of Sample 1. The capture
method makes use of 2 image buffers. While an image is acquired into one buffer, the image acquired
into the alternative buffer will be displayed.  This continues in succession. On a moderately fast
computer & video card combination (e.g. Pentium 100 - ATI Graphics Pro Turbo) the rate
approaches 30 frames/sec.

SAMPLE 3 (*** Available only in SX11 "ENHANCED" SDK ***).
Description:  This sample application (written in C) is similar to SAMPLE 2, but instead of polling
the READY flag, it makes use of interrupts.

SAMPLE 4 (*** Available only in SX11 "ENHANCED" SDK ***).
Description: This sample application (written in C) illustrates image capture into video card's
memory, and display of text and graphics overlays by use of DirectDraw.  This is the fastest method
of displaying the captured image, because it does not involve any additional data transfers. In order to
be able to use DirectDraw features:
  a) your video card has to be capable of supporting DirectDraw overlay surfaces in YUV format;
  b) DirectX v.5 (or later) has to be installed on your computer.
     Windows 95 - download the end user version of DirectX from
     http://microsoft.com/directx/resources/dx5end.htm.
     Windows NT - download Windows NT 4.0 service pack SP3 from
     http://backoffice.microsoft.com/downtrial/moreinfo/nt4sp3.asp.

SAMPLE 5 (*** Available only in SX11 "ENHANCED" SDK ***).
Description: This sample application (written in C) illustrates the use of bimodal image capture: one
field of each frame is captured in color & the other field in monochrome. This mode simplifies
processing in some cases, for example, detecting object boundaries using the monochrome field, and
analyzing the color information using the color field. The sample shows how to handle the image
buffer as two separate buffers, and two separate bitmaps (in case the image display is required).

SAMPLE 6 (*** Available only in SX11 "ENHANCED" SDK ***).
Description: This sample application (written in C) illustrates the interface of an imaging application
built with SX11 SDK to Matrox Imaging Library (MIL) v. 4.00. It is based on SAMPLE 2. By
allocating external buffer, SX11 image buffer is mapped to the MIL image buffer, facilitating direct
image acquisition into the MIL image buffer (to avoid data copying). This sample application
requires MIL libraries to be installed on the computer.

SAMPLE VISUAL BASIC APPLICATION.
The source files for the sample application written in Microsoft Visual Basic v.5.0. To modify the
sample application you will have to create a project file, and specify all necessary components
(including an icon and the VB "include" file).

Description: The VB sample application illustrates calling the sx11.dll functions from Visual Basic.

A printed version of SX11.hlp is included in Appendix A.
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5. Technical Support
For technical support contact Sensoray Company Inc.

Tel:  (503) 684-8075
Fax: (503) 684-8164
E-mail:  support@sensoray.com
WWW: www.sensoray.com
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Appendix A. SX11.dll reference.

Data Types

HFG
A 32-bit value used as a handle to a frame grabber. All functions use the handle to access a
particular board.

HBUF
A 32-bit value used as a handle to an image buffer. Acquisition functions use the handle to
access a particular buffer.

ECODE
A 32-bit value used as an error code.

PCI

typedef struct {
    DWORD boards;
    DWORD PCIslot[SYS_GRABBERS];
} PCI;

The PCI structure contains information about the frame grabber boards identified by the
system.

Member Description

boards Number of supported boards identified by the system.
PCIslot Array of slot numbers.

The PCI structure is initialized by X11_InitSystem function. The system constant
SYS_GRABBERS determines the maximum number of frame grabbers supported, and is
defined in SX11.h. PCIslot member represents a PCI slot number for a given board. The
PCI slot number is generated by PCI BIOS, and may not be the same as the ordinal number
of the slot.

FRAME

typedef struct {
    LPBITMAPINFO lpbmi;
    void * lpvbits;
} FRAME;

The FRAME structure contains information about the individual frame of the image buffer
allocated by the system.

Member Description
lpbmi Pointer to the BITMAPINFO structure which defines the

dimensions and color information for a device-independent
bitmap (DIB) associated with the frame.

lpvbits Pointer to the frame image data.
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When an image buffer is allocated, every frame is associated with a Windows DIB, and
corresponding data structure is created. This simplifies the display of acquired images using
Windows API. However, lpvbits could be used as a general purpose pointer to the frame
data. See Windows API Help for the description of bitmaps, related data structures, and
display functions.

Note: the BITMAPINFO structure is created even if the buffer is created as a "flat" buffer
(see the description of store member in MODE structure). In such a case Windows API
functions will display the image upside down.

BUFFER

typedef struct {
    HBUF hbuf;
    DWORD dwFrames;
    FRAME frame[SYS_FRAMES];
} BUFFER;

The BUFFER structure contains information about the image buffer allocated by the system.
Image buffer may consist of one or more image frames. Acquisition functions always fill all
the frames of an image buffer with the data corresponding to consecutively grabbed video
frames.

Member Description
hbuf Handle to the image buffer.
dwFrames Number of frames in the image buffer.
frame[SYS_FRAMES] Array of FRAME structures.

The BUFFER structure is initialized by X11_AllocBuffer function.

MODE

typedef struct {
    DWORD scale;
    DWORD color;
    DWORD store;
    DWORD input;
    MODE_ADVANCED advanced;
} MODE;

The MODE structure contains information about the operation mode of the frame grabber.
The settings that are not likely to be used frequently are hidden inside the advanced
member.

Member Description
scale Defines image scale. Can be one of the following:

Value                          Description
SCALE_ADVANCED Image scale is defined by the

settings in the MODE_ADVANCED
structure.

SCALE8 Full size image.
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SCALE6 3/4 size image.
SCALE4 1/2 size image.
SCALE2 1/4 size image.

color Defines output color format of the image. Can be one of the
following:
Value                          Description
COLOR_MONO Monochrome image, 1 byte per pixel.
COLOR_RGB Color image, 3 bytes per pixel.

store Defines the way the image is stored in memory. Can be one of the
following:
Value                          Description
STORE_DIB Image is stored as a Windows DIB

(reversed lines order).
STORE_FLAT Image is stored with normal lines

order.

input Controls the input multiplexor. Can be one of the following:
Value                          Description
MUX_0 S-Video input.
MUX_1 Video 1 input.
MUX_2 Video 2 input.

advanced MODE_ADVANCED structure. Defines the advanced mode
settings.

MODE_ADVANCED

typedef struct {
    DWORD interlace;
    DWORD xTotal;
    DWORD xActive;
    DWORD xDelay;
    float yFactor;
    DWORD yActive;
    DWORD yDelay;
    DWORD FORMAT;
    DWORD BRIGHT;
    DWORD CONTRAST;
    DWORD SAT_U;
    DWORD SAT_V;
    DWORD HUE;
    DWORD LNOTCH;
    DWORD LDEC;
    DWORD DEC_RAT;
    DWORD PEAK;
    DWORD CAGC;
    DWORD CKILL;
    DWORD HFILT;
    DWORD RANGE;
    DWORD CORE;
    DWORD YCOMB;
    DWORD CCOMB;
    DWORD ADELAY;
    DWORD BDELAY;
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    DWORD SLEEP;
    DWORD CRUSH;
    DWORD VFILT;
    DWORD COLOR_BARS;
    DWORD GAMMA;
    DWORD PKTP;
    DWORD bimodal;
    DWORD colorkey;
    DWORD buffertype;
    DWORD reserved1;
    DWORD reserved2;
    DWORD reserved3;
    DWORD reserved4;
} MODE_ADVANCED;

The MODE_ADVANCED structure contains information about the advanced operation
mode of the frame grabber.
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Member Description
interlace Defines input image format. Can be one of the following:

Value                          Description
IMG_INTERLACED Interlaced input image.
IMG_NONINTERLACED Noninterlaced input image.

xTotal Total number of output horizontal pixels (including horizontal
blanking). Should be between 100 and 910 (NTSC), or
1135 (PAL). This is the number of pixels generated by the
frame grabber internally.

xActive Number of active output horizontal pixels. Should be between
80 and 900 (NTSC), or 1000 (PAL). This is the number of
pixels in the output image.

xDelay The horizontal offset of the start of the active area relative to
horizontal sync, pixels. The following condition should always
be met: xDelay + xActive <= xTotal.

yFactor Vertical scaling factor. The actual number of lines generated
by the video source (525 for NTSC, 625 for PAL) is divided by
yFactor to get the number of lines in the output image. Should
be between 1.0 and 8.0.

yActive Number of active output lines (before vertical scaling is
applied).

Should be between 60 and 525 (NTSC), or 625 (PAL). For
example, to grab the whole NTSC image scaled down by the
factor of 2, set yActive to 525, yFactor to 2.0. To grab the upper
half of the NTSC image scaled down by the factor of 2, set
yActive to 262, yFactor to 2.0.

yDelay The vertical offset of the start of the active area relative to
vertical sync, lines (before vertical scaling is applied). The following
condition should always be met:
yDelay + yActive <= (total lines, 525 or 625).

FORMAT Input signal format. Can be one of the following:
Value                          Description
FORMAT_NTSC NTSC input signal.
FORMAT_NTSCJ NTSC (Japan) input signal.
FORMAT_PAL PAL input signal.
FORMAT_PALM PAL(M) input signal.
FORMAT_PALN PAL(N) input signal.
FORMAT_PALNC PAL(N-combination) input signal.
FORMAT_SECAM SECAM input signal.

BRIGHT Controls the brightness (luminance) of the output signal. Takes
the values between 0 and 0xFF which are treated as a
signed offset, from -128 (0x80) to +127 (0x7F). The resolution
of brightness change is one LSB (0.4% of the full range).

CONTRAST This 9-bit value is multiplied by the luminance value to
provide contrast (gain) adjustment. Takes values from 0 to
0x1FF (237%), with 0x0D8 corresponding to 100%.

SAT_U A 9-bit value used to add a gain adjustment to the U
component
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of the video signal. By adjusting U and V color components
by the same incremental value, the saturation is adjusted.
Takes values between 0 and 0x1FF (201%), with 0x0FE
corresponding to 100%.

SAT_V A 9-bit value used to add a gain adjustment to the V component
of the video signal. By adjusting U and V color components
by the same incremental value, the saturation is adjusted.
Takes values between 0 and 0x1FF (284%), with 0x0B4
corresponding to 100%.

HUE Controls the hue by adjusting the demodulating subcarrier
phase. Takes values between 0 and 0xFF, which are treated
as a signed offset with 0x80 corresponding to -90 degrees,
and 0x7F corresponding to +89 degrees.

LNOTCH Controls the internal luminance notch filter which attenuates
the subcarrier in the output signal, removing the "checkboard" pattern
in the output image, in case a composite input is used. Can be one
of the following:
Value                          Description
LNOTCH_OFF Filter disabled.
LNOTCH_ON Filter enabled.

LDEC Controls the luminance decimation filter used to reduce the high-
frequency

components of the luma signal. Useful when scaling down to lower
resolutions. See HFILT for details. Can be one of the following:
Value                          Description
LDEC_OFF Filter disabled.
LDEC_ON Filter enabled.

DEC_RAT A 6-bit value corresponding to the number of fields or frames dropped
out

of 60 (NTSC) or 50 (PAL/SECAM). A value of 0 disables decimation.

PEAK Determines whether the normal or the peaking luma low pass filters
are

implemented via the HFILT. Can be one of the following:
Value                          Description
PEAK_OFF Normal low pass filters.
PEAK_ON Peaking low pass filters.

CAGC Controls the chroma AGC function. When enabled, will compensate
for

nonstandard chroma levels by multiplying the incoming chroma signal
by a value in the range of 0.5 to 2.0. Can be one of the following:
Value                          Description
CAGC_OFF Chroma AGC off.
CAGC_ON Chroma AGC on.

CKILL Controls the low color detector and removal circuitry. Can be one
of the following:
Value                          Description
CKILL_OFF Low color detection and removal disabled.
CKILL_ON Low color detection and removal enabled.

HFILT Controls the degree of horizontal low-pass filtering provided LDEC is
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set
to LDEC_ON. Can be one of the following:
Value                          Description
HFILT_AUTO The filter is selected automatically depending

on the scale setting. When horizontal scaling
is between full and half resolution, no filtering
is selected. When scaling between one-half and
one-quarter resolution, the CIF filter is used.
When scaling between one-quarter and
one-eighth resolution, the QCIF filter is used.

When
scaling below one-eighth resolution, the ICON
filter is used.

HFILT_CIF CIF filter.
HFILT_QCIF QCIF filter.
HFILT_ICON ICON filter.

RANGE Determines the range of the luminance output. Can be one
of the following:
Value                          Description
RANGE_NORM Normal operation (luma range 16-253).
RANGE_FULL Full range operation (luma range 0-255).

CORE Controls the coring value. When coring is enabled, luminance levels
below a certain value are truncated to 0. Can be one of the following:
Value                          Description
CORE_OFF Coring disabled.
CORE_8 Coring threshold is 8.
CORE_16 Coring threshold is 16.
CORE_24 Coring threshold is 24.

YCOMB Controls the luminance comb filtering. Can be one of the following:
Value                          Description
YCOMB_OFF Vertical low-pass filtering and vertical

interpolation.
YCOMB_ON Vertical low-pass filtering only. The number of

filter taps is determined by VFILT setting.

CCOMB Controls the chrominance comb filtering. Can be one of the following:
Value                          Description
CCOMB_OFF Chroma filter disabled.
CCOMB_ON Chroma filter enabled.

ADELAY Back-porch sampling delay. The default values are 0x68 (NTSC),
and 0x7F (PAL/SECAM).

BDELAY Subcarrier sampling delay. The default values are 0x5D (NTSC),
and 0x73 (PAL/SECAM).

SLEEP Controls sleep mode of luma and chroma A/D's. Can take the
following

values:
Value                          Description
SLEEP_OFF Both A/D's operating.
Y_SLEEP Luma A/D in sleep mode.
C_SLEEP Chroma A/D in sleep mode. Y_SLEEP and

C_SLEEP can be ORed, to disable both A/D's.
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CRUSH Controls the AGC mode. Can be one of the following:
Value                          Description
CRUSH_OFF Nonadaptive AGC.
CRUSH_ON Adaptive AGC. Overflows in A/D's result in the

input voltage range increase.

VFILT Controls the number of taps in the vertical scaling filter. Can be one of
the following:
Value                          Description
If YCOMB is set to YCOMB_ON:
VFILT_0 2-tap filter.
VFILT_1 3-tap filter. Only available if scaling to less

then 385 horizontal active pixels.
VFILT_2 4-tap filter. Only available if scaling to less

then 193 horizontal active pixels.
VFILT_3 5-tap filter. Only available if scaling to less

then 193 horizontal active pixels.
If YCOMB is set to YCOMB_OFF:
VFILT_0 2-tap interpolation only.
VFILT_1 2-tap filter and 2-tap interpolation. Only

available if scaling to less then 385 horizontal
active pixels.

VFILT_2 3-tap filter and 2-tap interpolation. Only
available if scaling to less then 193 horizontal
active pixels.

VFILT_3 4-tap filter and 2-tap interpolation. Only
available if scaling to less then 193 horizontal
active pixels.

COLOR_BARS Controls a test color bar pattern. Can be one of the following:
Value                          Description
COLORBARS_OFF Color bars off.
COLORBARS_ON Color bars on.

GAMMA Controls gamma correction removal. Can be one of the following:
Value                          Description
GAMMA_REMOVE_ON  Gamma correction removal on.
GAMMA_REMOVE_OFFGamma correction removal off.

PKTP FIFO trigger point. Can be one of the following:
Value                          Description
PKTP4 4 DWORDs.
PKTP8 8 DWORDs.
PKTP16 16 DWORDs.
PKTP32 32 DWORDs.

bimodal Controls whether the  acquisition mode is normal (both fields are
captured in the same color format), or bimodal (second field is

captured
in monochrome). Bimodal capture allows acquisition of 2 fields of the
same interlaced frame in different color formats: the first (odd) being
captured in any format specified by MODE.color setting, the second
(even) being monochrome (1 byte/pixel). This capture mode could be
beneficial for applications that have to locate an object within the
image, which is easier to do in monochrome, and then analize color
information of the located object using the coordinates obtained
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during the first step. See the corresponding sample application for the
details.
Note: Available only in SX11 Enhanced SDK.
Value                          Description
BIMODAL_OFF normal mode
BIMODAL_ON bimodal mode.

colorkey Color key value for overlays using DirectDraw. All pixels of this color
on the primary surface are replaced with the corresponding pixels of
the captured image. See X11_AllocBuffer function description for

details.

buffertype Type of buffer to allocate. Can be one of the following:
Value                          Description
BUF_MEM regular memory buffer
BUF_EXT external buffer. Note: Available only in SX11

Enhanced SDK.
BUF_VIDEO video memory buffer. Note: Available only in

SX11 Enhanced SDK.
See X11_AllocBuffer function description for details.

reserved1(2,3,4) Reserved. Do not modify.

INT_DATA

typedef struct {
    HFG hfg;
    DWORD mask;
    DWORD status;
    FPTR func;
    int priority;
    DWORD total;
    DWORD lost;
} INT_DATA;

The INT_DATA structure contains information required for interrupts support.

Member Description
hfg Frame grabber handle. Selects the frame grabber.

mask Interrupt mask. Setting mask to 0 disables interrupts.
Setting mask to the following values (which can be be OR
allows specific interrupts:
Value                          Description
STATUS_READY Frame acquisition complete.
STATUS_VIDEO Video status changed at the input

(e.g. present to absent).
STATUS_HLOCK Horizontal lock condition changed at the

input.
STATUS_OFLOW Overflow detected.
STATUS_HSYNC Start of new line.
STATUS_VSYNC Start of new field.
STATUS_FMT Video format change detected

(e.g. NTSC to PAL).
STATUS_ERROR Transfer error occurred. This is a combination
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of bits.

status Frame grabber status. The meaning of the individual bits corresponds
to that of the interrupt mask. The value of status is set when the
interrupt occurs.

func Pointer to the user interrupt handling function. The function should
return a DWORD, and take no arguments.

priority An integer specifying the interrupt handling thread priority
level. Takes

the following values:
THREAD_PRIORITY_LOWEST,
THREAD_PRIORITY_BELOW_NORMAL,
THREAD_PRIORITY_NORMAL,
THREAD_PRIORITY_ABOVE_NORMAL,
THREAD_PRIORITY_HIGHEST,
THREAD_PRIORITY_TIME_CRITICAL.

total Total number of interrupts that occurred since X11_InterruptOn was
called.

lost The number of interrupts not processed.

Note
The bits of the interrupt mask correspond to those of the status word, so the same constants
can be used for selecting individual status conditions.
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Functions

X11_InitSystem

__declspec(dllimport) ECODE __stdcall X11_InitSystem (pPCIdata)

 PCI * pPCIdata; /* address of the PCI structure */

The X11_InitSystem function performs the system initialization. It identifies the supported
boards present in the system, and initializes internal data structures.

Parameter                      Description
pPCIdata Points to the variable of PCI type.

Returns
The function returns 0 in case of successful initialization, or an error code. It also modifies
the PCI type structure: boards contains the number of supported boards identified and
initialized, PCIslot array contains the slot numbers of identified boards.
In case the system was already initialized by another process, a warning code
(WNG_INITIALIZED) is returned, and the boards are not reset. All the data structures still
are modified after the call to reflect the actual system.
The frame grabber handles for each board can be obtained with the help of X11_GetHFG
function.

Example
    PCI pci;
    ECODE ecode;
    int i;

    ecode = X11_InitSystem (&pci);
    if (ecode && (ecode < WNG_INITIALIZED)) {
        return ecode;
    } else {
        printf ("Boards %d\n", pci.boards);
        for (i = 0; i < pci.boards; i++) {
            printf ("Slot %04X\n", pci.PCIslot[i]);
        }
        if (ecode) {
            printf ("Initialized by other process\n");
        }
    }

X11_CloseSystem

__declspec(dllimport) void __stdcall X11_InitSystem (void)

The X11_CloseSystem function frees any allocated system resources. It has to be called
before terminating the application.

Example
    PCI pci;
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    ECODE ecode;

    if (!(ecode = X11_InitSystem (&pci))) {
        /*                      *
         * application code here*
         *                      */
        X11_CloseSystem;
        return 0;
    } else {
        return ecode;
    }

X11_AllocBuffer

__declspec(dllimport) ECODE __stdcall X11_AllocBuffer (pMode, pBuffer,
dwParameter)

 MODE * pMode; /* address of the MODE structure */
 BUFFER * pBuffer; /* address of the BUFFER structure */
 DWORD dwParameter; /* context dependent parameter */

The X11_AllocBuffer function allocates an image buffer.

Parameter                      Description
pMode Points to the variable of MODE type. MODE has to be set up prior to

calling X11_AllocBuffer to define the buffer size and properties. In
case any changes are made to MODE settings affecting scaling, color
format, or storage type, the image buffer has to be re-allocated (see
MODE, MODE_ADVANCED, and X11_FreeBuffer).

pBuffer Points to the variable of BUFFER type. The members of BUFFER
structure are set by X11_AllocBuffer, if the call is successful.

dwParameter Parameter which depends on MODE.advanced.buffertype
setting.
buffertype        dwParameter
BUF_MEM Number of frames in the image buffer. Must be

between 1 and SYS_FRAMES.
BUF_EXT A pointer to the external buffer.
BUF_VIDEO A handle of the image display window.

Returns
The function returns 0 in case of success, or an error code. It also modifies the BUFFER
type structure: hbuf contains the allocated image buffer handle,  dwFrames - the number of
frames in the image buffer, and frame array - pointers to the the individual frames' data and
associated bitmap information.

Notes
The X11_AllocBuffer could be used to allocate buffers of three types: regular buffer,
external buffer, and video memory buffer. The type of the allocated buffer is controlled by
MODE.advanced.buffertype member.

Regular buffer is allocated in the PC memory when X11_AllocBuffer is called. This option is
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the most common.

External buffer must be allocated by an application prior to the call to X11_AllocBuffer. In
this case a pointer to this buffer is passed to X11_AllocBuffer,  which insures image
capture into this pre-allocated buffer. The size of the buffer should match the image format
settings. This option is useful when interfacing to a different application, or library, e.g. an
image processing package. Creating an image buffer externally, and then "mapping" an
acquisition buffer onto it provides an easy interface to the third party software, eliminating
the need for image copying. See the sample application that illustrates interfacing to Matrox
Imaging Library (MIL) for the details. Note: Available only in SX11 Enhanced SDK.

Video memory buffer is allocated in the graphics display (video card) memory. Capturing
directly into video memory provides the fastest capture-and-display operation. In this mode
the SX11 SDK makes use of DirectDraw, allowing overlays of text and/or graphics over the
captured image in real time. The application creates an image display window, and passes
its handle to X11_AllocBuffer. All information that has to show on top of the image is output
to the window client area the way it is usually done for Windows applications. A "key color"
has to be defined prior to the call to X11_AllocBuffer, that is the color that will be replaced
by the captured image. The key color is defined by MODE.advanced.keycolor. For
example, if the key color is white (RGB(255,255,255)), the captured image will show through
all white pixels of the window's client area, while all pixels that are not white will show on top
of the captured image.  The captured image format in this mode has to be YCrCb
(mode.color=COLOR_YCRCB). The video card should be capable of DirectDraw and YUV
overlay surfaces support. Multiple frame buffers are not supported in this mode. Onle one
overlay window can be created at a time. See the corresponding sample application for the
details. Note: Available only in SX11 Enhanced SDK.

Example
    //mode.advanced.buffertype = BUF_MEM
    //dwFrames = number of frames to allocate
    ecode = X11_AllocBuffer (&mode, &buffer, dwFrames);

    //mode.advanced.buffertype = BUF_EXT
    //p_extbuf = pointer to the external buffer
    ecode = X11_AllocBuffer (&mode, &buffer, (DWORD) p_extbuf);

    //mode.advanced.buffertype = BUF_VIDEO
    //mode.advanced.keycolor = RGB (255, 255, 255) (for example)
    //hwnd = image display window handle
    ecode = X11_AllocBuffer (&mode, &buffer, (DWORD) hwnd);

X11_FreeBuffer

__declspec(dllexport) void __stdcall X11_FreeBuffer (hbuf)

 HBUF hbuf; /* image buffer handle */

The X11_FreeBuffer function releases the resources associated with an image buffer.

Parameter                      Description
hbuf Handle of the image buffer to free.

Notes
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X11_FreeBuffer has to be called in case the image buffer is reallocated (e.g. if the image
format is changed). It is not necessary to call X11_FreeBuffer when the application is
terminated, because X11_CloseSystem releases the buffer resources.

Example
    PCI pci;
    ECODE ecode;
    MODE mode = {DEF_MODE_NTSC};
    BUFFER buffer;

    if (!(ecode = X11_InitSystem (&pci))) {
        if (!(ecode = X11_AllocBuffer (&mode, &buffer, 1))) {
            /* application code here */
            /* now we change the scaling */
            mode.scale = SCALE2;
            X11_FreeBuffer (buffer.hbuf);
            /* re-allocate the buffer */
            if (!(ecode = X11_AllocBuffer (&mode, &buffer, 1))) {
                /* application code here */
            } else {
                return ecode;
            }
        } else {
            return ecode;
        }
    } else {
        return ecode;
    }

X11_Acquire

__declspec(dllimport) ECODE __stdcall X11_Acquire (hfg, hbuf, timeout, pStatus)

 HFG hfg; /* frame grabber handle */
 HBUF hbuf; /* image buffer handle */
 float timeout; /* acquisition timeout, sec */
 DWORD * pStatus; /* address of the variable receiving status value */

The X11_Acquire function grabs the number of frames corresponding to that of the image
buffer.
Parameter                      Description

hfg Frame grabber handle. Selects the frame grabber.
hbuf Image buffer handle. Selects the image buffer. All frames of the

image buffer are filled with data following one call to X11_Acquire.
See BUFFER and X11_AllocBuffer.

timeout Acquisition timeout in seconds. The function returns if the
acquisition is not completed after timeout seconds.

pStatus Address of the variable receiving the status value. The
individual bits

are set if a corresponding condition occurs during the acquisition
of any frame of the image buffer.
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Returns
The function returns after the acquisition is complete, or timeout expires. The return value is
0 in case of success, or an error code. The function also sets the variable pointed to by
pStatus with the value of the status word corresponding to the end of the acquisition of the
last frame. Status bits are not reset automatically between the acquisition of the individual
frames. See X11_GetStatus for the description of the constants used to select individual
status bits.

Example
    PCI pci;
    ECODE ecode;
    MODE mode = {DEF_MODE_NTSC};
    BUFFER buffer;
    DWORD frames = THAT_MANY;
    HFG hfg;
    float timeout = .5;
    DWORD status;

    if (!(ecode = X11_InitSystem (&pci))) {
        /* assume we need the 1st frame grabber */
        if (!(ecode = X11_GetHFG (&hfg, pci.PCIslot[0]))) {
            if (!(ecode = X11_AllocBuffer (&mode, &buffer, frames)))
{
                if (!(ecode = X11_Acquire (hfg, buffer.hbuf,

 timeout, &status))) {
                    /* application code here */
                } else {
                    return ecode;
                }
            } else {
                return ecode;
            }
        } else {
            return ecode;
        }
    } else {
        return ecode;
    }

X11_StartAcquire

__declspec(dllimport) ECODE __stdcall X11_SrartAcquire (hfg, hbuf, acqmode)

 HFG hfg; /* frame grabber handle */
 HBUF hbuf; /* image buffer handle */
 DWORD acqmode; /* acquisition mode */

The X11_StartAcquire function starts the acquisition of the number of frames
corresponding to that of the image buffer, and returns immediately.

Parameter                      Description

hfg Frame grabber handle. Selects the frame grabber.
hbuf Image buffer handle. Selects the image buffer. All frames of the
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image buffer are filled with data following one call to
X11_StartAcquire.

     See BUFFER and X11_AllocBuffer.

acqmode Acquisition mode switch. Can be one of the following:
Value                          Description
AMODE_SINGLE Image buffer is filled once.
AMODE_CONT Image buffer is filled continuously,

until the acquisition is stopped.

Returns
The function returns 0 in case of success, or an error code. It returns immediately after the
acquisition is started. The application determines if the acquisition is complete by polling
status bits, or through the use of interrupts. If continuous mode is selected, the first frame of
the image buffer starts being overwritten as soon as the last frame gets filled. The
application determines the completion of each individual frame by polling (and resetting) the
STATUS_READY bit, or through the use of the interrupts. If AMODE_SINGLE is selected,
the STATUS_READY_ALL bit is set upon the completion of the last frame of the image
buffer. If AMODE_CONT is selected, the STATUS_READY_ALL bit can not be polled
reliably, because it is being reset at the start of the first frame acquisition. There is no
interrupt associated with the STATUS_READY_ALL bit.

Example
    PCI pci;
    ECODE ecode;
    MODE mode = {DEF_MODE_NTSC};
    BUFFER buffer;
    DWORD frames = THAT_MANY;
    HFG hfg;
    DWORD status;

    if (!(ecode = X11_InitSystem (&pci))) {
        /* assume we need the 1st frame grabber */
        if (!(ecode = X11_GetHFG (&hfg, pci.PCIslot[0]))) {
            if (!(ecode = X11_AllocBuffer
                          (&mode, &buffer, frames))) {
                if (!(ecode = X11_StartAcquire
                     (hfg, buffer.hbuf, timeout, &status))) {
                    /* wait until acquisition complete */
                    while (!(ecode = X11_GetStatus (hfg, &status))
&&
                           !(status & STATUS_READY_ALL)) {
                    }
                    if (!ecode) {
                        /* application code here */
                    } else {
                        return ecode;
                    }
                } else {
                    return ecode;
                }
            } else {
                return ecode;
            }
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        } else {
            return ecode;
        }
    } else {
        return ecode;
    }

X11_StopAcquire

__declspec(dllexport) ECODE __stdcall X11_StopAcquire (hfg)

 HFG hfg; /* frame grabber handle */

Parameter                      Description

hfg Frame grabber handle. Selects the frame grabber.

The X11_StopAcquire function stops the image acquisition. It has to be used only if
acquisition was started by calling X11_StartAcquire.

Returns
The function returns 0 in case of success, or an error code.

X11_GetStatus

__declspec(dllexport) ECODE __stdcall X11_GetStatus (hfg, pStatus)

 HFG hfg; /* frame grabber handle */
 DWORD * pStatus; /* address of the variable receiving status value */

The X11_GetStatus function retrieves the value of the frame grabber status word.

Parameter                      Description

hfg Frame grabber handle. Selects the frame grabber.
pStatus Address of the variable receiving the status value.

Returns
The function returns 0 in case of success, or an error code. The individual bits of the status
word have the following meanings:
Value                              Description
STATUS_READY Frame acquisition complete. Has to be reset by the application.

See X11_ResetStatus.
STATUS_READY_ALL Image buffer acquisition complete. Reset automatically at the

start of the first frame acquisition.
STATUS_VIDEO Video status changed at the input (e.g. present to absent).
STATUS_HLOCK Horizontal lock condition changed at the  input.
STATUS_OFLOW Overflow detected.
STATUS_HSYNC Start of new line.
STATUS_VSYNC Start of new field.
STATUS_FMT Video format change detected (e.g. NTSC to PAL).
STATUS_ERROR Transfer error occurred. This is a combination of bits.
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X11_ResetStatus

__declspec(dllexport) ECODE __stdcall X11_ResetStatus (hfg, mask)

 HFG hfg; /* frame grabber handle */
 DWORD mask; /* reset mask */

The X11_ResetStatus function resets individual bits of the frame grabber status register.

Parameter                      Description

hfg Frame grabber handle. Selects the frame grabber.
mask A value of 1 resets the corresponding bit of the status register.

Returns
The function returns 0 in case of success, or an error code. For the meanings of the status
word individual bits see X11_GetStatus.

X11_GetDStatus

__declspec(dllexport) ECODE __stdcall X11_GetDStatus (hfg, pStatus)

 HFG hfg; /* frame grabber handle */
 DWORD * pStatus; /* address of the variable receiving status value */

The X11_GetDStatus function retrieves additional status information.

Parameter                      Description

hfg Frame grabber handle. Selects the frame grabber.
pStatus Address of the variable receiving the status value.

Returns
The function returns 0 in case of success, or an error code. The individual bits of the status
word have the following meanings:

Value Description
DSTATUS_PRES Video present. Reset to 0 when input sync is not detected in 31

consecutive line periods.
DSTATUS_HLOCK Device in horizontal lock.
DSTATUS_FIELD Reflects whether an odd or even field is being captured (0 - odd field).
DSTATUS_NUML Number of lines found in input video signal (0 - 525, 1 - 625).
DSTATUS_CSEL Identifies which crystal is selected.
DSTATUS_LOF Luma ADC overflow. Set to 0 at the reset, set to 1 if an overflow

occurs. Has to be written to to be reset.
DSTATUS_COF Chroma ADC overflow. Set to 0 at the reset, set to 1 if an overflow

occurs. Has to be written to to be reset.

Note
Use X11_SetDStatus to reset status bits.
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X11_SetDStatus

__declspec(dllexport) ECODE __stdcall X11_SetDStatus (hfg, status, mask)

 HFG hfg; /* frame grabber handle */
 DWORD status; /* a value to write  */
 DWORD mask; /* write mask */

The X11_SetDStatus function modifies individual bits of the frame grabber DSTATUS
register.

Parameter                      Description
hfg Frame grabber handle. Selects the frame grabber.
status Status value to be written.
mask Write mask. Bits set to 1 allow modification of the corresponding bit

of DSTATUS register.

Returns
The function returns 0 in case of success, or an error code. For the meanings of the status
word individual bits see X11_GetDStatus.

X11_SetMode

__declspec(dllexport) ECODE __stdcall X11_SetMode (hfg, pMode)

 HFG hfg; /* frame grabber handle */
 MODE * pMode; /* address of the MODE type variable */

The X11_SetMode function sets the required frame grabber mode.

Parameter                      Description
hfg Frame grabber handle. Selects the frame grabber.
pMode Points to the MODE type variable containing mode settings.

Returns
The function returns 0 in case of success, or an error code.

Note
The value of the MODE variable pointed to by pMode can be modified as a result of the call
to X11_SetMode. For example, if one of the predefined scale settings is used (SCALE8,
etc.), the members of the advanced portion of MODE are set accordingly.

X11_InterruptOn

__declspec(dllexport) ECODE __stdcall X11_InterruptOn (pIntData)

 INT_DATA * pIntData; /* address of the variable of INT_DATA type */

The X11_InterruptOn function enables the interrupts for the particular frame grabber.
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Parameter                      Description

pIntData Pointer to the global variable containing the interrupt settings.
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Returns
The function returns 0 in case of success, or an error code.

Notes
The SX11.dll handles the interrupts by creating a parallel thread, which wakes up when an
allowed interrupt occurs. The system part of the interrupt handling procedure copies the
necessary data to the global variable of INT_DATA type pointed to by pIntData, and calls
the user function pointed to by the func member of INT_DATA.  The INT_DATA structure
contains the following members:

Member Description
hfg Frame grabber handle. Selects the frame grabber.

mask Interrupt mask. Setting mask to 0 disables interrupts.
Setting mask to the following values (which can be ORed)
allows specific interrupts:
Value                          Description
STATUS_READY Frame acquisition complete.
STATUS_VIDEO Video status changed at the input

(e.g. present to absent).
STATUS_HLOCK Horizontal lock condition changed at the

input.
STATUS_OFLOW Overflow detected.
STATUS_HSYNC Start of new line.
STATUS_VSYNC Start of new field.
STATUS_FMT Video format change detected

(e.g. NTSC to PAL).
STATUS_ERROR Transfer error occurred. This is a combination

of bits.

status Frame grabber status. The meaning of the individual bits corresponds
to that of the interrupt mask. The value of status is set when the
interrupt occurs.

func Pointer to the user interrupt handling function. The function should
return a DWORD, and take no arguments.

priority An integer specifying the interrupt handling thread priority
level. Takes

the following values:
THREAD_PRIORITY_LOWEST,
THREAD_PRIORITY_BELOW_NORMAL,
THREAD_PRIORITY_NORMAL,
THREAD_PRIORITY_ABOVE_NORMAL,
THREAD_PRIORITY_HIGHEST,
THREAD_PRIORITY_TIME_CRITICAL.

total Total number of interrupts that occurred since X11_InterruptOn was
called.

lost The number of interrupts not processed. The interrupts that occur
while

the user function is executing.

The data can be exchanged between the main application and user function via a global
variable, like shown in the example below. By default all interrupts are masked, that is
turned off, at the reset. To unmask (allow) the interrupt, X11_InterruptUnmask function has
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to be called. Also, this function has to be called after the interrupt occurs, because the
system part of the interrupt handling procedure masks the interrupts.

Example
    /* global section */
        /* define USER type to pass data to/from the user interrupt
       handling function. Assume components' types are defined */
        struct USER {
        SOMETYPE user1;
        ANOTHERTYPE user2;
        YETANOTHERTYPE user3;
    };
    struct USER user;
    INT_DATA intdata;
    /* end of global section */

    ECODE ecode;
    HFG hfg;
    BUFFER buffer;
    BOOL enough;

    /* Initialize the system, allocate buffer(s), get handles here
*/

    /* Set up INT_DATA */
    intdata.hfg = hfg;
    intdata.mask = STATUS_READY;
    intdata.func = UserFunc; //see below;
    intdata.priority = THREAD_PRIORITY_NORMAL;

    /* Set up the necessary user data */
    user.user2 = NOT_READY;         //some user flag;

    /* Enable interrupt */
    if (!(ecode = X11_InterruptOn (&intdata))) {
        if (!(ecode = X11_InterruptUnmask (hfg, STATUS_READY))) {
            /* start acquisition */
            X11_StartAcquire (hfg, buffer.hbuf, AMODE_SINGLE);
            /* do whatever is necessary here,
               for example:                  */
            while (!enough) {
                if (user.user2 == READY) {
                    user.user2 = NOT_READY;
                    /* start next acquisition */

  X11_InterruptUnmask (hfg, STATUS_READY);
                    X11_StartAcquire (hfg, buffer.hbuf,
AMODE_SINGLE);
                    /* image is ready, do something with it*/
                }
            }
        } else {
            return ecode;
        }
    } else {
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        return ecode;
    }

    DWORD UserFunc (void)
    {
        /* do what you need to here,
           pass the data via USER */
        user.user1 = 1;
        user.user2 = READY; // etc.
        return 0;
    }
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X11_InterruptOff

__declspec(dllexport) ECODE __stdcall X11_InterruptOff (pIntData)

 INT_DATA * pIntData; /* address of the variable of INT_DATA type */

The X11_InterruptOff function disables the interrupts for the particular frame grabber.

Parameter                      Description

pIntData Pointer to the global variable containing the interrupt settings.

Returns
The function returns 0 in case of success, or an error code.

Notes
The argument of X11_InterruptOff function should be the same as used in the call to
X11_InterruptOn.

X11_InterruptMask

__declspec(dllexport) ECODE __stdcall X11_InterruptMask (pIntData)

 INT_DATA * pIntData; /* address of the variable of INT_DATA type */

The X11_InterruptMask function masks the interrupts for the particular frame grabber.

Parameter                      Description

pIntData Pointer to the global variable containing the interrupt settings.

Returns
The function returns 0 in case of success, or an error code.

Notes
X11_InterruptMask disables selected interrupt(s) on a hardware level. The interrupt
handling procedures remain active. The argument of X11_InterruptMask function should be
the same as used in the call to X11_InterruptOn.

X11_InterruptUnmask

__declspec(dllexport) ECODE __stdcall X11_InterruptUnmask (pIntData)

 INT_DATA * pIntData; /* address of the variable of INT_DATA type */

The X11_InterruptUnmask function unmasks the interrupts for the particular frame grabber.

Parameter                      Description

pIntData Pointer to the global variable containing the interrupt settings.

Returns
The function returns 0 in case of success, or an error code.
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Notes
X11_InterruptUnmask enables selected interrupt(s) on a hardware level. The argument of
the function should be the same as used in the call to X11_InterruptOn.

X11_GetHFG

__declspec(dllexport) ECODE __stdcall X11_GetHFG (phfg, slot)

 HFG * phfg; /* address of the frame grabber handle */
 DWORD slot; /* PCI slot number */

The X11_GetHFG retrieves the value of the frame grabber handle given the PCI slot
number of the board.

Parameter                      Description
phfg Points to the variable of HFG type.
slot PCI slot number.

Returns
The function returns 0 in case of success, or an error code. It sets the variable pointed to by
phfg to the value of the frame grabber handle.

Example
    PCI pci;
    ECODE ecode;
    HFG hfg[SYS_GRABBERS];
    int i;

    if (!(ecode = X11_InitSystem (&pci))) {
        for (i = 0; i < pci.boards; i++) {
            if ((ecode = X11_GetHFG (&hfg[i], pci.PCIslot[i]))) {
                return ecode;
            }
        }
        /* application code here */
    } else {
        return ecode;
    }

X11_GetRC

__declspec(dllexport) ECODE __stdcall X11_GetRC (hbuf, frame, pmode, rowcol, rcnum,
pArray)

 HBUF hbuf; /* image buffer handle */
 DWORD frame; /* frame number */
 MODE * pmode; /* address of MODE structure */
 DWORD rowcol; /* access mode flag */
 DWORD rcnum; /* row or column number */
 void * pArray;  /* address of receiving array */
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The X11_GetRC retrieves the data corresponding to one row or column of an image buffer
frame into an external buffer (array).

Parameter                      Description
hbuf Image buffer handle.
frame Frame number (starting with 0).
pmode Points to the variable of MODE type.
rowcol Access mode flag. Can be one of the following:

Value                          Description
RMODE_ROW Retrieves row data
RMODE_COL Retrieves column data

rcnum Row or column number (starting with 0).
pArray Address of the external buffer (array) to copy the row (column)
 data into.

Returns
The function returns 0 in case of success, or an error code.

Notes
The function could be useful when writing applications with the tools that can not handle
pointers directly (for example, Visual Basic). It alows to get access to the pixel data by
retrieving rows or columns from an individual frame.

X11_WritePort

__declspec(dllexport) ECODE __stdcall X11_WritePort (hfg, data, mask)

 HFG hfg; /* frame grabber handle */
 DWORD data; /* data to write to the output port */
 DWORD mask; /* write mask */

The X11_WritePort function writes to the 4-bit output port of the frame grabber.

Parameter                      Description
hfg Frame grabber handle. Selects the frame grabber.
data Data to write to the output port. Only lower 4 bits are significant.
mask A value of 1 allows modification of a corresponding bit.

Facilitates modifications of individual bit(s) without affecting the other.

Returns
The function returns 0 in case of success, or an error code.

X11_ReadPort

__declspec(dllexport) ECODE __stdcall X11_ReadPort (hfg, pData)

 HFG hfg; /* frame grabber handle */
 DWORD * pData; /* address of the data variable */

The X11_ReadPort function reads from the 4-bit input port of the frame grabber.
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Parameter                      Description
hfg Frame grabber handle. Selects the frame grabber.
pData Points to the DWORD variable receiving the data into

the lower 4 bits.

Returns
The function returns 0 in case of success, or an error code.
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X11_GetImageSize

__declspec(dllexport) ECODE __stdcall X11_GetImageSize (pMode, pXsize, pYsize)

 MODE * pMode; /* address of the MODE type variable */
 DWORD * pXsize; /* address of the variable receiving horizontal size */
 DWORD * pYsize; /* address of the variable receiving vertical size */

The X11_GetImageSize function retrieves the dimensions of the image corresponding to
the particular mode. It is convenient in cases some complex formatting options are used,
resulting in nontrivial image dimensions. The retrieved values could be used to define the
display window dimensions, for example.

Parameter                      Description

pMode Points to the MODE type variable containing mode settings.
pXsize Points to the DWORD receiving the horizontal size of the

image, in pixels.

pYsize Points to the DWORD receiving the vertical size of the
image, in pixels.

Returns
The function returns 0 in case of success, or an error code.

X11_GetApps

__declspec(dllexport) DWORD __stdcall X11_GetApps (void)

The X11_GetApps returns the number of applications currently connected to sx11.dll.

Note
The sx11.dll shares some of the internal data between applications. This is done to allow
multiple applications access different boards without interfering with each other. (Of course,
it is not recommended to access the same board from different applications). For example,
suppose there are 2 frame grabbers in the system, and each of them has to be accessed
from a separate application. The first application to start finds 2 frame grabbers and
initializes them. The second application should not initialize the frame grabbers when it
starts, because by that time the first one might have already set up a particular operation
mode. By sharing the data sx11.dll allows the applications that are started later to skip
initialization procedures. See X11_InitSystem for more details.


